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SELF-SERVICE PROGRAM OFFERS
CONVENIENCE
Our new and improved web-based E-Request program continues to
be a popular 24/7 alternative to calling on the phone to request utility
locations. Many new features including predictive street entry, user
phone lookup, map resources and more flexible field entry abilities
make E-Request a quick and easy way for excavators to enter their
simple, single-site, non-emergency locate requests. No training is
needed. Click here to view the E-Request entry page and then save
as a favorite for easy access prior to your next excavation project.

PRE-MARK YOUR SITE

ENTER AN E-REQUEST

UPCOMING EVENTS
Remote Ticket Entry (RTE)
Webinars
June 19 and 26
No cost.
Register or learn more.
Independence Day
July 4
Learn more about JULIE
Holidays.

It’s been a busy year for excavators across the state of Illinois. JULIE
had a record month in May receiving and processing 181,617
requests.

The Roundtable Live!
August 8
Planet Underground
Manteno, IL
“This volume is the highest total of any month in the 45 year history of
Learn more about this
JULIE. This has put a strain on the locating resources of many of our
hands-on event.
member companies,’” said Brian MacKenzie, JULIE's Central Illinois
Damage Prevention Manager. Pre-marking can make a difference in
the damage prevention process.
EVENT OFFERS HANDS“One way to ensure the best use of this human resource is to premark the job prior to contacting JULIE. By pre-marking the job, using
white stakes, paint or flags, or by verbally narrowing down the area of
planned excavation, the member locator can focus on just what is
needed instead of spending time on marking areas where no planned
excavation work is to be performed," MacKenzie said.

ON SAFETY TRAINING
We are one of the sponsors
of The Roundtable Live!
event at Planet
Underground in Manteno,
Illinois. The event jobsite will
consist of utility contractors
using their crews and
equipment to install
underground utilities.
Utilizing various
construction, inspection and
safety tools, attendees can
participate and learn about
excavation safety hands-on.
JULIE’s Damage Prevention
Managers will be onsite for
training inquiries and to
answer questions about the
one-call process.

This key step provides better communication between the locator marking the underground facilities
and the contractor. By pre-marking the area of excavation, the contractor can help clarify the
information on the locate request, allow the excavation crew to visually verify the dig area when they
arrive at the site and compare that information with their locate request. Pre-marking also reduces
the potential over-marking of lines which can be viewed as graffiti upon completion of the project.
Click here for recommended guidelines.
“When I talk to member locators in the field, the most frustrating words that they see on a locate
request are 'locate entire property or right-of-way,'" MacKenzie said. “Of course, this is sometimes a
necessary phrase for a safe work site, but tend to be overused by some. Every minute a member
locator spends marking an area that will not be excavated is a minute that is no longer available on
another job site.” As a reminder, JULIE staff do not mark or locate underground utility lines.
To schedule a training or toolbox talk on pre-marking or other topics at no cost, contact one of
our Damage Prevention Managers. Our managers can also offer suggestions and mediate
discussions to help you avoid potential injuries and costly delays.

EXCAVATION WITHIN THE
TOLERANCE ZONE
When excavation is required within the tolerance zone,
remember that to be compliant with the Act you are
required to hand or vacuum excavate within 18 inches of
the utility locate marks from the surface of the earth to
the depth of the proposed excavation.
“If you expose a line by hand excavation within the
tolerance zone that you believe to be the utility line that
was marked, wait before you bring in that mechanical
equipment,” said Roger Watwood, JULIE’s Southern
Illinois Damage Prevention Manager. “Continue hand
excavation 18 inches to each side of the utility locate
marks to the depth of the planned excavation. Once that
is completed, machine excavation is allowed.”
There may be multiple pipes or cables within the tolerance zone of the marked utility. Do not mistake
the first pipe or cable that you find as the only utility line that was marked. Using safe excavation
practices as mentioned above can help ensure all the pipes and cables within the tolerance zone of
the utility locate marks can be exposed without mechanical excavation damage.
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